Dugan & O’Sullivan
Agency profile

WE ARE THE COMPANY
FOR HOLISTIC AND INTEGR ATED
BR AND CONSULTING.
USING STR ATEGY, INTUITION
AND CRE ATIVIT Y, WE
HARNESS THE POWER OF IDE AS
TO MOBILISE PEOPLE AND
ORGANISATIONS TO RE ALISE
THEIR FULL POTENTIAL

AGENC Y

Our mission
Driven and passionate

We intend to create a world where we work
positively and collaboratively with those around
us, empowering everyone we encounter to
improve their futures and achieve their goals,
no matter what their size or complexity. Our
approach is all-encompassing. We provide
our clients with effective solutions that include
delivering strategic guidance to their leadership
group, mobilisation and inspiration to their
employees and stakeholders – all-the-while,
delivering engaging brand experiences that
promote loyalty from their customers.

We might be young but we are an experienced
agency with big aspirations and a determination
that is unrivalled. By taking pride in our
meticulous track record and understanding that,
ultimately, it’s the achievements of those we
work alongside which determines our ongoing
success, we help you achieve your goals – and
exceed them. We are Dugan & O’Sullivan.

CLIENTS

Clients and collaborators
Testimonials
Kate Warton, Marketing Manager, Eton Property
“Their expertise and knowledge in project marketing has ensured a
smooth process from concept to on-market and beyond. Would highly
recommend for anyone wanting unique and tailored marketing campaigns
that stand out in a very busy marketplace.”
Cameron Jones, Senior Project Manager, Pomeroy Pacific
“They fully understood our brand direction and positioning, and proposed
some fantastic ideas, which actually helped us to visualise how we can
improve a range of other internal and external components as well.”
Sophorn En, Managing Director, Riveren
“We first engaged Dugan O’Sullivan to help us undertake a simple brand.
What resulted was a long-term partnership, successfully working together
on our diverse portfolio of products and other companies. I now consider
the guidance Dugan O’Sullivan provides as an essential element of our
ongoing growth strategy.”
Peter Cahill, Managing Director, Domain Hill Property Group
“Dugan O’Sullivan has worked for Domain Hill Property Group on a number
of projects producing outstanding results on each occasion. They listen
intently and understand the importance of a detailed brief. They produce
interesting, quality material which truly connects with the customer. In
short, they get it.”

No cynicism

Be brutal

Look deeper

Be real

No defeat

CREATIVITY
HONESTY
SIMPLICITY
PARTNERSHIP
DISCIPLINE

LEADERS

Samuel Dugan
Strategy and Creation
Creative and Founding Director, overseeing art direction and creative strategy. He’s a unique thinker who continues to innovate for our agency and
our clients through ideation and strategy creation that pushes the boundaries of branding and communication. Effective creativity is about much
more than visuals. It’s about understanding the power of each step of a
customers journey and knowing how to guide your brand’s target market
along the path that delivers real sales results and improved engagement.
“It’s less about making things simple – but rather looking at things more
deeply and getting to the core of a solution.”

STR ATEGY AND
CREATION

Darcy O’Sullivan
Accounts and Relations
Accounts and Founding Director, with a passion for time management,
project delivery, and nurturing meaningful client relationships. Darcy heads
a strong team and brings their unique skills together to ensure each and
every Dugan O’Sullivan client is informed and engaged at all points of their
partnership. As a founding Director of Dugan O’Sullivan, Darcy has been
at the helm of the planning and delivery for more than $1B of residential
projects since 2016 and looks forward to an even brighter future ahead.
“People will forget what you said. People will forget what you did. But they
will never forget how you made them feel.”

ACCOUNTS AND
REL ATIONS

Matthew Gillman
Digital and Analytics
Digital Director overseeing digital strategy. Matt was the founding Director
of one of Melbourne’s most successful digital agencies, 24 Agency, and
comes to us with an enviable proficiency in all things strategy, design,
social strategy and execution – as well as incredible talent for content management systems that build better brands. In an increasingly digital world,
knowing how to communicate in a way that cuts through the online clutter
is critical to helping your brand stand out from the pack. Matt knows careful analysis is at the core of genuine connections – and his insights place
your campaign in a premier position.
“Technology gives us cold hard stats. Data doesn’t lie. Using these stats we
can concentrate on measurable results that drive sales.”

DIGITAL AND
ANALY TICS

S TO R I E S

DANNY
HAN,
VICPROP

Danny Han
The Camira, Malvern East
Managing Director, VICPROP
Having been in project marketing for five years, Danny Han from VICPROP,
the project development team behind The Camira, in Malvern East, believes the current market is one of the coldest times for clients. “Banks are
tightening up, the media is always negative and it’s affected the market,”
he says.“ Auction clearance rates have changed from 70% to 60% from
the same time last year and the Royal Commission into banks doesn’t help
either.” Despite this challenge, Danny is proud to say The Camira has sold
incredibly well with almost 40% snapped up by buyers who responded
to the registration of interest campaign and the remainder once launched
to market. “If this project had launched between 2015 – 2016, it would
have sold out in days,” says Danny. The Camira was a boutique project and
the project marketing needed to reflect that. From Danny’s perspective,
having Dugan O’Sullivan who understood these nuances perfectly meant
the campaign was treated cleverly, with a smooth run-through of a process
that was obviously handled with a lot of time and care.

“It was a great experience for all of us,” says Danny. There were some definite
challenges to overcome. In the Malvern East location and the suburbs around
it, there were a lot of developments coming up, including buildings with
between ten and thirty apartments, creating a high level of competition.
To overcome this obstacle, Danny says having a very clear campaign strategy, highlighting what the project represented commanded a powerful
marketing approach – rather than merely selling the features of just another “box in the sky”. Rather than focus just on the building, the Dugan O’Sullivan team met that brief with a clear focus on the benefits of the area and
the lifestyle. Honing in on the lifestyle-enhancing virtues of the plethora of
local coffee shops, parks and a premier shopping district helped lay a solid
foundation for a marketing campaign that also sold the talents of what
Danny saw as an incredible team, including a wonderful interior design
team at Samantha Eades, whose impressive work added an extra touch of
sought-after style.
“Samuel, Darcy and their team did a lot of research on their background
and what they were individually good at, with lots of work trying to define
their talents and what they brought to the project,” says Danny. It was a
level of attention to detail that ensured The Camira came to vibrant life,
with the production of marketing collateral that was simple and not overly
cluttered with information people did not need to know. “The Dugan
O’Sullivan team did a great job, and I’m looking forward to working with
them long into the future,” Danny says.
M +61 413 569 808
danny.han@vicprop.com.au

TIM
SHAGOVIK,
FR ANKIE
PROPERT Y

Tim Shagovik
Carters Avenue, Toorak
Managing DIrector, Frankie Property
The challenge was in the vast scope of the project, but with focus that was
honed thanks to thorough analysis, Tim Shagovik from Frankie Property
was able to see how his unique Carters Avenue property development
could be marketed in a way that was both dynamic and creative. “The
biggest challenge was to put into words how high-end the project was,”
Tim says. “It was about differentiating us from the rest of the market.” In
order to find that place of difference, it was critical that the first step was to
understand the ideal buyer for the project.

“They really focussed on the location of the property,” Tim says. “Rather
than just saying ‘Toorak, and close to schools’, they spent time exploring
and researching the area, came and took lots of photos of Toorak Village
and spoke to local residents. They honed into the look and feel of the Toorak Village lifestyle better than anyone I’ve seen yet.” The result was a very
crisp, high-end, expensive looking campaign crafted with a lot of time and
a lot of patience. The choice to invest in beautiful stocks and production
techniques added an extra level of sophistication to the stunning photography that had been captured.

Although Tim admits first approaching the team at Dugan O’Sullivan with a
vision that Carters Avenue would sell to an older, down-sizing couple from
within the prestigious Toorak location that was home to this development,
strategic insights revealed a broader demographic of potential buyers who
wanted in to this sought-after blue-blood suburb. The properties on offer
were stylish, luxuriously comfortable and had the added bonus of being
low-maintenance and very contemporary in their design aesthetic.

For Tim, it was all about the power of honest, clear communication. Having
experienced marketing agencies who are hard to communicate with and
difficult to find on the other end of a mobile or email thread, Tim appreciates the difference in being able to contact Dugan O’Sullivan easily. “That’s
really important to me. Sometimes it’s so hard to get people on the other
end of the phone but working with Dugan O’Sullivan, it was easy.” “It made
a big difference in the way it all came together,” Tim says. “It wasn’t stressful.” The results speak for themselves, with the production of a successful
campaign that captured all the important elements of what the Carters
Avenue project wanted to achieve – a designer development that was
built for beautiful liveability in a location that is among Melbourne’s most
desirable inner-suburban landscapes.

By honing in on all these incredible attributes but then extending the
boundaries of the marketing to include the amazing lifestyle opportunities
that were on offer at this amazing address, the subsequent campaign
spoke to a broader band of discerning buyers who valued everything the
development had to offer – and that was about so much more than mere
bricks and mortar.

M + 61 403 052 133
timshagovik@frankieproperty.com;au

THE COMPANY
FOR BR AND
EMPOWERMENT

If you have any questions
regarding this proposal or require
further information please
contact Darcy O'Sullivan,
Managing Partner directly:
M +61 408 143 079
dosullivan@duganosullivan.com.au
Level 2, 283 Normanby Road
Port Melbourne VIC 3207
www.duganosullivan.com.au

